The following proposals, received on DAP between April 16-30, 2012, have been approved. For more information on the DAP process, see the Academic Handbook at www.uwo.ca/univse/handbook.

FACULTY OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

CLASSICAL STUDIES

Effective September 1, 2012 Classical Studies 4999E: Honors Thesis will be introduced by the Faculty of Arts and Humanities on main campus.

Classical Studies 4999E Honors Thesis
Instruction in selection of topic, directed readings, research and writing of thesis. Restricted to fourth year students normally registered in the Honors Specialization in Classical Studies with a modular average of at least 80%. (Effective 2013: Application to the Undergraduate Chair of Classical Studies required by the April preceding the student’s final year.)
Prerequisites: at least 1.0 course at the 3000-level in the discipline area of the thesis topic and permission of department.
1 tutorial hour, 1.0 course.

MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Effective September 1, 2012 Arabic 1030: Arabic for Beginners will be revised in the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures on Main Campus.

Arabic 1030 – Arabic for Beginners
For students with no previous knowledge of Arabic, this course introduces spoken and written Modern Standard Arabic with emphasis on the development of communicative skills. Prepares students for progression directly into Arabic 2250. Note that students who have successfully completed Grade 12U Arabic or equivalent cannot take this course for credit.
Antirequisite(s): Grade 12U Arabic and Arabic 1035.
4 hours, 1.0 course.

Effective September 1, 2012 Arabic 1035: Advanced Arabic for Beginners be introduced in the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures on Main Campus.

Arabic 1035 – Advanced Arabic for Beginners
For students with some background in Arabic, this course develops communicative skills and the ability to use Modern Standard Arabic. Prepares students for progression into Arabic 2250. Students are enrolled on the basis of a placement test.
Antirequisite(s): Grade 12U Arabic and Arabic 1030.
4 hours, 1.0 course.

Effective September 1, 2012 the following be introduced as part of the Italian course offerings in the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures on Main Campus: Italian 2215F/G: Exploring Italian Culture, Italian 2220A/B: Italian Conversation, and Italian 3511F/G: Books on the Big Screen.

Italian 2215F/G – Exploring Italian Culture
Introduction to reading, writing and researching in various aspects of Italian culture, with a focus on its contribution to other cultures. Students develop foundations in such fields as the performing and literary arts, politics and popular culture, film. Taught in Italian by one core professor in conjunction with different specialists.
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Italian 2250 or 2250W/X or permission of the department.
3 hours, 0.5 course.

Italian 2220A/B – Italian Conversation
Twelve guided conversations in Italian dealing with the hottest issues in contemporary Italy. Students will develop their communicative skills in Italian through discussion of a number of topics, ranging from social and political issues to TV and pop culture, fashion, food, sports.
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Italian 2250 or 2250W/X or permission of the department.
Italian 3511F/G – Books on the Big Screen
This course explores the interplay between cinema and literature in Italian culture, focusing on the adaptation of great literary works into classic films. Students will be guided into building the basic vocabulary to appreciate and discuss the distinctive features of verbal and filmic narrative. Taught in Italian.
Prerequisite(s): Italian 2250 or 2250W/X
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Italian 2215F/G or permission of the department.
3 hours, 0.5 course.

Effective September 1, 2012 Comparative Literature and Culture 2288F/G be introduced as part of the Comparative Literature and Culture course offerings in the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures on Main Campus.

Comparative Literature and Culture 2288F/G: The Comic in European Literature
A survey of the comic, satiric, grotesque, and carnivalesque in European literature. Emphasis will be placed on the sociopolitical context of literature and the use of the comic as a subversive device.
Antirequisite(s): The former Comparative Literature and Culture 2188F/G.
Prerequisite(s): CLC 1020
3.0 hours, 0.5 course

Effective September 1, 2012 Comparative Literature and Culture 2188F/G be withdrawn from the course offerings in the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures on Main Campus.

Effective September 1, 2012 the Department of French Studies is to fix the prerequisites and the title of French 3200: Business French and the prerequisites of French 3201E: Business French Writing following changes introduced in 2010.

French 3200 - Business French II
Study of terminology and concepts in business and economics. Readings on current business topics. Study of various authentic business documents.
Antirequisite(s): French 3201E.
Prerequisite(s): Both French 2905A/B and 2906A/B, or French 2900, the former French 2200, or permission of the Department of French Studies.
3 tutorial hours, 1.0 course.

French 3201E - Business French Writing
Develop your ability to read and write in French with this interactive online course. Current socio-economic and business topics in Canada and France are studied using authentic business documents, press articles and Internet resources. No previous business knowledge required. Good understanding of written French recommended.
Antirequisite(s): French 3200.
Prerequisite(s): Both French 2905A/B and 2906A/B, or French 2101 or French 2900, or permission of the Department of French Studies.
1.0 course. Distance studies (online).

MEDIEVAL STUDIES

Effective September 1, 2012 the following courses will be introduced in the Faculty of Arts and Humanities: Medieval Studies 1020E: Introduction to Medieval Studies, Medieval Studies 1025F/G: Introduction to Medieval Studies I, and 1026F/G: Introduction to Medieval Studies II.

Medieval Studies 1020E: Introduction to Medieval Studies
This course will introduce civilization and thought in Europe and the Mediterranean between 400 and 1500, with emphasis on the medieval roots of many modern institutions and attitudes, including philosophy, technology, law, governance, courtly love and attitudes to women, warfare, art and archaeology, Christianity and Islam, literature, music and coinage.
Antirequisite(s): Medieval Studies 1025F/G, Medieval Studies 1026F/G
3 hours, 1.0 course
Medieval Studies 1025F/G: Introduction to the Medieval World
This course will introduce civilization and thought in Europe and the Mediterranean between 400 and 1500, with emphasis on the history, technology, law, governance, theology and philosophy of the period. It will focus on a theme, concept or moment in history, such as witchcraft, the Apocalypse, or the Crusades.
Antirequisite(s): Medieval Studies 1020E
3 hours, 0.5 course

Medieval Studies 1026F/G: Introduction to Medieval Cultures and Literatures
This course will introduce civilization and thought in Europe and the Mediterranean between 400 and 1500, with emphasis on the cultures, art, music and literatures of the period. It will focus on a theme, concept or moment in history, such as courtly love and attitudes to women, warfare and weaponry, or the farce.
Antirequisite(s): Medieval Studies 1020E
3 hours, 0.5 course

Effective September 1, 2012 the following courses will be updated to include the introductory Medieval Studies courses as prerequisites.

English 2420E: Topics in Medieval and Renaissance Drama
…
Prerequisite(s): At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020E or 1022E or 1024E or 1035E or 1036E or both English 1027F/G and 1028F/G, or Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G, or permission of the Department
…

English 3012: Old English Language and Literature
…
Prerequisite(s): At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020E or 1022E or 1024E or 1035E or 1036E or both English 1027F/G and 1028F/G, or Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G, or permission of the Department
…

English 3114E: Medieval Language and Literature
…
Prerequisite(s): At least 60% in 1.0 of English 1020E or 1022E or 1024E or 1035E or 1036E or both English 1027F/G and 1028F/G, or Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G, or permission of the Department.
…

Comparative Literature and Culture 2236F/G: Literature and Culture of the Middle Ages
…
Prerequisite(s): CLC 1020, or Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G, or permission of the Department.
…

Comparative Literature and Culture 2285F/G: The Sagas of the Vikings
…
Prerequisite(s): CLC 1020, or Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G, or permission of the Department.
…

Comparative Literature and Culture 3333F/G: Dante’s Inferno
…
Prerequisite(s): CLC 1020, or Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G, or permission of the Department.
…

Comparative Literature and Culture 3334F/G: Dante’s Purgatorio
…
Prerequisite(s): CLC 1020, or Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G, or permission of the Department.

Comparative Literature and Culture 3335F/G: Dante’s Paradiso

Prerequisite(s): CLC 1020, or Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G, or permission of the Department.

Comparative Literature and Culture 3380F/G: Medieval Literature and Modern Cinema

Prerequisite(s): CLC 1020, or Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G, or permission of the Department.

Philosophy 3012F/G: Medieval Philosophy

Prerequisite(s): Philosophy 2200F/G, Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G.

Philosophy 3014F/G (Huron): Later Medieval Philosophy

Prerequisite(s): Philosophy 2200F/G, Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G.

Philosophy 2201F/G (Huron): Introduction to Medieval Philosophy

Prerequisite(s): Philosophy 2200F/G, Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G.

Visual Arts History 2251E: Early Medieval Art

Prerequisite(s): VAH 1040 or Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G, or permission of the Department.

Visual Arts History 2253E: Romanesque and Gothic Art

Prerequisite(s): VAH 1040 or Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G, or permission of the Department.

Visual Arts History 2254F/G: Romanesque Art

Prerequisite(s): VAH 1040 or Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G, or permission of the Department.

Visual Arts History 2255F/G: Gothic Art

Prerequisite(s): VAH 1040 or Medieval Studies 1020E, or both of Medieval Studies 1025F/G and 1026F/G, or permission of the Department.
FACULTY OF HEALTH SCIENCES

ARTHUR LABATT FAMILY SCHOOL OF NURSING

Effective September 1, 2012 Nursing 2010A/B (Special Topics in Nursing) be introduced in the Arthur Labatt Family School of Nursing.

Nursing 2010A/B Special Topics in Nursing
Selected topics in Nursing. Topic and course description available in the Undergraduate Programs Office. Antirequisites and/or additional prerequisites to be determined based on the topic offered.
Prerequisite(s): Registration in the Western-Fanshawe Collaborative BScN Program or Compressed Time Frame BScN Program
0.5 course

Effective September 1, 2012 Nursing 3010A/B (Special Topics in Nursing) be introduced in the Arthur Labatt Family School of Nursing.

Nursing 3010A/B Special Topics in Nursing
Selected topics in Nursing. Topic and course description available in the Undergraduate Programs Office. Antirequisites and/or additional prerequisites to be determined based on the topic offered.
Prerequisite(s): Registration in the Western-Fanshawe Collaborative BScN Program or Compressed Time Frame BScN Program
0.5 course

Effective September 1, 2012 Nursing 4010A/B (Special Topics in Nursing) be introduced in the Arthur Labatt Family School of Nursing.

Nursing 4010A/B Special Topics in Nursing
Selected topics in Nursing. Topic and course description available in the Undergraduate Programs Office. Antirequisites and/or additional prerequisites to be determined based on the topic offered.
Prerequisite(s): Registration in the Western-Fanshawe Collaborative BScN Program or Compressed Time Frame BScN Program
0.5 course

Effective September 1, 2012 Nursing 4140W/X (Special Topics in Nursing) be introduced in the Arthur Labatt Family School of Nursing.

Nursing 4140W/X Special Topics in Nursing
Selected topics in Nursing. Topic and course description available in the Undergraduate Programs Office. Antirequisites and/or additional prerequisites to be determined based on the topic offered.
Prerequisite(s): Registration in the Western-Fanshawe Collaborative BScN Program or Compressed Time Frame BScN Program
1.0 course

SCHOOL OF HEALTH STUDIES

Effective September 1, 2012 access to Health Sciences 2000A/B - Healthology: The Study of Health Sciences be restricted to students outside of the School of Health Studies.

Health Sciences 2000A/B – Healthology: The Study of Health Sciences
This introduction to the multidisciplinary field of health sciences will engage students in learning about health from multiple perspectives. Each week, an expert will lecture on contemporary issues in health such as: aging and health; occupational health; ethical issues in health care; health and popular culture; global health issues; sexuality and health.
Antirequisite(s): Registration in the School of Health Studies within the Faculty of Health Sciences
Extra Information: 2 lecture hours, 0.5 course.
Note: With the exception of those completing a minor in Health Sciences, Health Studies students cannot use this course for modular credit.
**Effective September 1, 2012** the course description be reworded slightly to reflect current course content and Grade 12U Biology be added as recommended background for Health Sciences 2300A/B - Systemic Approach to Functional Anatomy.

**Health Sciences 2300A/B – Systemic Approach to Functional Anatomy**
A gross anatomical description of systemic structure and function of the human body, with emphasis on skeletal, muscular, and cardiovascular and nervous systems. Integration between systems will be discussed using clinical examples related to sport, medicine, and physical therapy. This is an introductory level lecture course. for BHSc students.

Antirequisite(s): Anatomy and Cell Biology 2221, 3319, Kinesiology 2222A/B.
Prerequisite(s): Restricted to BHSc students. Grade 12U Biology or equivalent is strongly recommended.
3 lecture hours, 1.0 laboratory hour, 0.5 course

**Effective September 1, 2012** Health Sciences 3101A/B - Healthcare Law be introduced in the School of Health Studies.

**Health Sciences 3101A/B – Healthcare Law**
A survey of the law governing the provision of treatment, counseling and care in Ontario. Topics and issues may include capacity to consent, negligence, documentation, confidentiality, disclosure, mandatory reporting, and health information privacy legislation.

Antirequisite(s): Registration in the JD program in the Faculty of Law; Health Sciences 4090A/B, section 002, if taken in 2011-12.
0.5 course, 3 lecture hours per week.
Cross-Listed with Law 3101A/B

**Effective September 1, 2012** Health Sciences 3630A/B be designated an essay course (Health Sciences 3630F/G).

**Health Sciences 3630A/B/ F/G – Sexuality, Gender and Health**
This course explores how sexuality, gender, and health are experienced, valued, and socially constructed. The materials selected provide a sound overview of the basic concepts and theoretical approaches related to these three issues and also introduce students to some of the newer fields of research that are emerging.

Antirequisite(s): Health Sciences 3092A if taken in 2008-09.
Prerequisite(s): Registration in the School of Health Studies a Bachelor of Health Sciences Program.
3 lecture hours, 0.5 course.

**FACULTY OF LAW**

**Effective September 1, 2012** Law 3101A/B: Healthcare Law, will be introduced in the Faculty of Law.

**Law 3101A/B: Healthcare Law**
A survey of the law governing the provision of treatment, counselling and care in Ontario. Topics and issues may include capacity to consent, negligence, documentation, confidentiality, disclosure, mandatory reporting and health information privacy legislation.

Antirequisites: registration in the JD program in the Faculty of Law; HS 4090B 002 if taken in Winter 2012.
3 lecture hours, 0.5 course.
Cross-Listed with School of Health Studies.

**Effective September 1, 2012** Law 5130: Legal Ethics and Professionalism, will be renumbered to Law 5150 to reflect it becoming a full-year course with course credit increased to three credits in the Faculty of Law.

**Law 5430 5150: Legal Ethics and Professionalism**
An introduction to legal ethics, the legal profession and core elements of professionalism. Three credits, full year.
FACULTY OF SCIENCE

APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Effective September 1, 2012 module requirements for the Major in Theoretical Physics be revised to reflect the withdrawal of Physics 2900E by the Department of Physics and Astronomy.

Module
6.0 courses:
2.0 courses: Physics 2101A/B, 2102A/B; 2110A/B and 2910F/G, or the former Physics 2900E.
1.0 course: Applied Mathematics 3151A/B, 4251A.
1.5 courses: Physics 3200A/B, 3300A/B, 3400A/B.

*May be offered only in odd-numbered academic years, starting September 2005.

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Effective September 1, 2012 Computer Science 2121A/B: Data Structures and Algorithms for Informatics and Analytics will be introduced in the Faculty of Science.

Computer Science 2121A/B: Data Structures and Algorithms for Informatics and Analytics
An overview of core data structures and algorithms in computing, with a focus on applications to informatics and analytics. Includes lists, stacks, queues, trees, graphs, and their associated algorithms; sorting, searching, and hashing techniques. Suitable for non Computer Science students.
Antirequisite(s): Computer Science 2210A/B, Software Engineering 2205A/B.
Prerequisite(s): Computer Science 2120A/B
3 lecture hours, 1 laboratory/tutorial hours, 0.5 course.

Effective September 1, 2012 Computer Science 3120A/B: Databases for Informatics and Analytics will be introduced in the Faculty of Science.

Computer Science 3120A/B: Databases for Informatics and Analytics.
A study of modern database systems and their applications to and use in informatics and analytics. Topics include database design, querying, administration, security, and privacy. Suitable for non Computer Science students.
Antirequisite(s): Computer Science 3319A/B, Software Engineering 3352A/B
Prerequisite(s): Computer Science 2121A/B
2 lecture hours, 2 laboratory/tutorial hours, 0.5 course.

Effective September 1, 2012 Computer Science 3121A/B: Artificial Intelligence for Informatics and Analytics will be introduced in the Faculty of Science.

Computer Science 3121A/B: Artificial Intelligence for Informatics and Analytics
An introduction to artificial intelligence, focused on its application to informatics and analytics. Topics include knowledge representation; logic and reasoning; searching; inferencing; expert systems. Suitable for non Computer Science students.
Antirequisite(s): Computer Science 3346A/B
Prerequisite(s): Computer Science 2121A/B
Extra Information: 2 lecture hours, 2 laboratory/tutorial hours, 0.5 course.

Effective September 1, 2012 Computer Science 3122A/B: Communications and Networking for Informatics and Analytics will be introduced in the Faculty of Science.

Computer Science 3122A/B: Communications and Networking for Informatics and Analytics
An overview of communications networks, focused on their use to support informatics and analytics. Topics include the Internet; network architectures; network protocols; standards; network software, hardware, and tools. Suitable for non Computer Science students.
Antirequisite(s): Computer Science 3357A/B, Electrical and Computer Engineering 4436A/B
Prerequisite(s): Computer Science 2121A/B
2 lecture hours, 2 laboratory/tutorial hours, 0.5 course.
Effective **September 1, 2012** Computer Science 3375A/B: Interacting with Digital Information will be introduced in the Faculty of Science.

**Computer Science 3375A/B: Interacting with Digital Information**
This interdisciplinary course addresses three main issues: how information can and should be represented; how computers can allow us to interact with information; and how interactive information supports knowledge-driven activities. Case studies explore a variety of disciplines using various tools. Suitable for both Computer Science and non Computer Science students.
Prerequisite(s): Computer Science 2121A/B, Computer Science 2210A/B, or permission of the Department.
Extra Information: 2 lecture hours, 2 laboratory/tutorial hours, 0.5 course.

Effective **September 1, 2012** Computer Science 4412A/B: Data Mining and its Applications will be revised to add new courses Computer Science 3120A/B -Databases for Informatics and Analytics and Computer Science 3121A/B - Artificial Intelligence for Informatics and Analytics to the list of acceptable course prerequisites.

**Computer Science 4412A/B: Data Mining and its Applications**
Databases and data warehouses; on-line analytic processing (OLAP); applications of data mining in business intelligence, e-business, and bioinformatics; various inductive learning algorithms; clustering and learning associations; solving real-world problems with data mining.
Prerequisite(s): Either (Computer Science 3319A/B and 3346A/B) or (Computer Science 3120A/B and 3121A/B), Statistical Sciences 2141A/B or 2244A/B, or Biology 2244A/B.
3 lecture hours, 0.5 course.

**FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE**

**HISTORY**

Effective **September 1, 2012** History 2122A/B: Building Modern Canada, 1845-1945 will be introduced in the Faculty of Arts and Humanities.

**History 2122A/B: Building Modern Canada, 1845-1945**
This course examines Canada’s dramatic transformation from a rural-agrarian to an urban-industrial nation. Lectures focus on the economic, technological and social forces that created modern Canada.
Antirequisite(s): History 2121
2 lecture hours, 0.5 course

Effective **September 1, 2012** History 3709F/G: Iberian Empires: Portugal, Spain and their American Colonies in a Global Context, 1400-1810 will be changed to History 3709E. *Note: This change is accepted under special circumstances because History 3709F/G was never offered. When a course has been offered at the 0.5 level, it must be assigned a new number to change to a 1.0 course.*

**History 3709F/G E: Iberian Empires: Portugal, Spain and their American Colonies in a Global Context, 1400-1810**
This course will examine the history and legacy of Portugal, Spain and their American colonies in a global context. It will focus on the political, economic, social, geographic, scientific and technological factors that contributed to the formation and development of the first European transatlantic empires.
Prerequisite(s): 1.0 History course at the 2200 level or above
3 hours 0.5 course

**BRESCIA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE**

**MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES**

Effective **September 1, 2012** MOS 1021A/B and MOS 1023A/B will be replaced with Business 1220E for both the admission requirements and first year course requirements for Brescia’s MOS modules, including Honors
Specialization in Food Management, Specialization in Food Management, Major in Accounting, Major in Consumer Behavior and Major in Food Management.

BACHELOR OF MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES (BMOS) HONORS DEGREE

The essential modules in the 20.0 course BMOS HONORS DEGREE must include either an HONORS SPECIALIZATION OR DOUBLE MAJOR. The Honors Double Major must include one of the three Majors in combination with another Major module from a discipline other than MOS.

HONORS SPECIALIZATION
Enrollment in the BMOS Honors Specialization module is limited. Meeting of minimal requirements does not guarantee admission.
The four-year BMOS WITH HONORS SPECIALIZATION must include the Honors Specialization module in FOOD MANAGEMENT.

Admission Requirements
Students may not apply to a BMOS HONORS SPECIALIZATION when they apply for admission to the University.
After first year, students may apply for admission upon completion of first-year requirements with no failures.
Students must have an average of at least 73% on, and no grade less than 60% in, the following 3.0 principal courses:

1.0 course: Business 1220E
1.0 course from: Calculus 1000A/B, 1100A/B*, Calculus 1301A/B, 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, 1228A/B, 1229A/B, 1600A/B
1.0 course numbered 1000 - 1999

MOS 1021A/B and MOS 1023A/B may be substituted for Business 1220E for students transferring from other campuses.

HONORS DOUBLE MAJOR
Enrollment in the BMOS Honors Double Major modules is limited. Meeting of minimal requirements does not guarantee admission.
The four-year BMOS HONORS DOUBLE MAJOR must include one of the following three Major modules in combination with another Major module from a discipline other than MOS:

- ACCOUNTING
- CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
- FOOD MANAGEMENT

Admission Requirements
Students may not apply to a BMOS HONORS DOUBLE MAJOR when they apply for admission to the university. In addition to meeting MOS Admission Requirements, students must successfully complete the Admission Requirements for a Major module in a discipline other than MOS. If Admission Requirements are not met in either or both of the Majors, students will not be allowed to register in a BMOS Honors Double Major and will be required to apply to a BMOS Specialization or to another program.
After first year, students may apply for admission upon completion of first-year requirements with no failures.
Students must have an average of at least 70% on, and no grade less than 60% in, the following 3.0 principal courses:

1.0 course: Business 1220E
1.0 course from: Calculus 1000A/B, 1100A/B*, 1301A/B, 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, 1228A/B, 1229A/B, 1600A/B
1.0 course numbered 1000-1999

MOS 1021A/B and MOS 1023A/B may be substituted for Business 1220E for students transferring from other campuses.

HONORS SPECIALIZATION IN FOOD MANAGEMENT
5.0 first-year courses:

1.0 course: Business 1220E
1.0 course from: Calculus 1000A/B, 1100A/B, 1301A/B, 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, 1228A/B, 1229A/B, 1600A/B.
1.0 course from: Psychology 1000; Sociology 1020 or 1021E.
1.0 course numbered 1000-1999.
1.0 course: Foods and Nutrition 1021.

**MOS 1021A/B and MOS 1023A/B may be substituted for Business 1220E for students transferring from other campuses.**

**SPECIALIZATION IN FOOD MANAGEMENT**

5.0 first year courses:

1.0 course: **Business 1220E**
1.0 course from: Calculus 1000A/B, 1100A/B, 1301A/B, 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, 1228A/B, 1229A/B, 1600A/B.
1.0 course from: Psychology 1000; Sociology 1020 or 1021E.
1.0 course numbered 1000-1999 from: Anthropology, Dimensions of Leadership, Geography, History, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology.
1.0 course: Foods and Nutrition 1021.

**MOS 1021A/B and MOS 1023A/B may be substituted for Business 1220E for students transferring from other campuses.**

**MAJOR IN ACCOUNTING**

5.0 first year courses:

1.0 course: **Business 1220E**
1.0 course from: Calculus 1000A/B, 1100A/B, 1301A/B, 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, 1228A/B, 1229A/B, 1600A/B.
1.0 course: Economics 1021A/B and 1022A/B.
1.0 course numbered 1000-1999 from: Anthropology, Dimensions of Leadership, Geography, History, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology.

**MOS 1021A/B and MOS 1023A/B may be substituted for Business 1220E for students transferring from other campuses.**

**MAJOR IN CONSUMER BEHAVIOR**

5.0 first year courses:

1.0 course: **Business 1220E**
1.0 course from: Calculus 1000A/B, 1100A/B, 1301A/B, 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, 1228A/B, 1229A/B, 1600A/B.
1.0 course from: Psychology 1000; Sociology 1020 or 1021E.
1.0 course numbered 1000-1999 from: Anthropology, Dimensions of Leadership, Geography, History, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology.

**MOS 1021A/B and MOS 1023A/B may be substituted for Business 1220E for students transferring from other campuses.**

**MAJOR IN FOOD MANAGEMENT**

5.0 first year courses:

1.0 course: **Business 1220E**
1.0 course: Psychology 1000; Sociology 1020 or 1021E.
1.0 course from: Calculus 1000A/B, 1100A/B, 1301A/B, 1501A/B; Mathematics 1225A/B, 1228A/B, 1229A/B, 1600A/B.
1.0 course: Foods and Nutrition 1021.
1.0 course numbered 1000-1999 from: Anthropology, Dimensions of Leadership, Geography, History, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology.

**MOS 1021A/B and MOS 1023A/B may be substituted for Business 1220E for students transferring from other campuses.**
INFORMATION UPDATE – MINOR CHANGES

VISUAL ARTS HISTORY

The credit weight for Visual Arts History 2242F/G: History of Photography was corrected to a 0.5 course due to a mistake identifying it as a 1.0 course.

BRECIA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE: FOOD AND NUTRITION

The lecture time for Food and Nutrition 4453A/B: Clinical Nutrition II was changed from 4 hours to 3 hours.

KING’S UNIVERSITY COLLEGE: POLITICAL SCIENCE

The antirequisites for Political Science 4423: Nationalism, Rebellion, and Separatism at King’s University College were revised to remove the former Political Science 420E (570) as it hasn’t been offered for over 8 years.